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PARALLEL ADAPTIVE FETI-DP USING LIGHTWEIGHT
ASYNCHRONOUS DYNAMIC LOAD BALANCING
AXEL KLAWONN∗† , MARTIN J. KÜHN‡ , AND OLIVER RHEINBACH§
Abstract. A parallel FETI-DP domain decomposition method using an adaptive coarse space
is presented. The implementation builds on a recently introduced adaptive FETI-DP approach for
elliptic problems in three dimensions and uses small, local eigenvalue problems for faces and, addi-
tionally, for a small number of edges. The condition number of the preconditioned operator then
satisfies a bound which is independent of coeﬃcient heterogeneities in the problem. The computa-
tional cost of the local eigenvalue problems is not negligible, and also a significant load imbalance can
be introduced. As a remedy, certain eigenvalue problems are discarded by a theory-guided heuristic
strategy, based on the diagonal entries of the stiﬀness matrices. Additionally, a lightweight pairwise
dynamic load balancing strategy is implemented for the eigenvalue problems. The load balancing is
supervised by an orchestrating rank using asynchronous point-to-point communication. The result-
ing method shows good weak and strong scalability up to thousands of cores while fast convergence
is obtained even for heterogeneous problems.
Key words. high performance computing, parallelization, domain decomposition methods,
partial diﬀerential equations, highly heterogeneous, adaptive coarse spaces
1. Introduction. In recent years, diﬀerent approaches for the construction of
adaptive coarse spaces for domain decomposition methods have been studied exten-
sively; see, e.g., [6, 7, 61, 76, 23, 24, 65, 66, 13, 62, 87, 78, 80, 81, 82, 11, 79, 28, 47,
49, 50, 69, 27, 39, 40, 89, 25, 31, 1, 4, 67, 9, 90, 68, 38, 14, 8, 44, 59, 10].
However, parallel implementations of such adaptive coarse spaces [35, 87, 78, 34,
36, 89, 29, 8, 59] are not simple and are therefore still less common; see also the
parallel implementation of the closely related ACMS special finite element method
in [30]. Our work is mainly focussed on adaptive FETI-DP methods.
The Finite Element Tearing and Interconnecting method was introduced in [21]
and studied in early works in [22, 20, 41]. For condition number estimates, see [63, 55].
In [15, 19, 16], the FETI method was applied to time-dependent, plate, and shell prob-
lems. The two-level FETI method was introduced in [19]. Following the two-level
FETI method, the FETI-DP method was first introduced in [17, 18]. For condition
number estimates, see [64, 57, 56]. FETI-DP and its variants are highly scalable do-
main decomposition methods; see, i.a., [5, 53, 48, 86]. Diﬀerent successful approaches
to further extend the scalability of FETI-DP methods to large supercomputers have
been proposed, e.g., in [70, 48, 84].
In this article, we present a parallel implementation of the adaptive FETI-DP
algorithm introduced in [40, 44]. This method constructs an automatic coarse space
from local eigenvalue problems and uses local eigenvectors as coarse
constraints (see [40]), implemented by a (generalized) transformation of basis [44].
Originally, in [40], deflation or balancing was used, this is, however, more sensitive
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to an inexact solution of the coarse problem. Deflation is a viable option if an exact
solution of the coarse problem is aﬀordable.
Using the adaptive coarse space, the condition number of the preconditioned
FETI-DP operator satisfies a bound which only depends on a user-given tolerance
and geometric properties of the domain decomposition [40, 44]. Note that, since the
condition number is controlled a priori, the size of the coarse space is only given
ex post. A comparison of adaptive algorithms should therefore take into account the
size of the resulting coarse space. Based on the numerical comparison of coarse spaces
given in [50], (see the number of eigenvectors #EV in, e.g., Tables 8.4 and 8.6 in [50]),
we decided to implement the algorithm presented here.
Adaptive coarse space enrichment for FETI-DP and BDDC methods was first
proposed in [61] as a theory guided heuristic technique to improve robustness for
diﬃcult problems. This algorithm uses local eigenvalue problems for edges in two
dimensions and for faces in three dimensions. A theoretical bound was then first
given in [50] for the adaptive algorithm in two dimensions proposed in [61]. In [50],
also a comparison of diﬀerent adaptive approaches combined with diﬀerent scalings
was given. Later, in [40, 44] the bound from [50] was generalized to three dimensions
but using additional local eigenvalue problems for edges with multiplicity four or
larger, i.e., in addition to the eigenvalue problems for (closed) faces. The number
of edges with a multiplicity four or larger is typically small for meshes from mesh
partitioners, i.e., only a small number of edge eigenvalue problems is needed; see [40].
2. Model problem and geometry. Let Ω ⊂ R3 be a bounded polyhedral
domain with Dirichlet boundary ∂ΩD ⊂ ∂Ω and Neumann boundary ∂ΩN := ∂Ω \
∂ΩD. We consider the weak formulation of compressible linear elasticity, i.e., we are
interested in finding u ∈ H10 (Ω, ∂ΩD)
3 such that
a(u, v) = F (v) ∀v ∈ H10 (Ω, ∂ΩD)
3,
where a(u, v) :=
∫
Ω 2µε(u) : ε(v)dx+
∫
Ω λdiv(u)div(v)dx, F (v) :=
∫
Ω f ·vdx+
∫
∂ΩN
g ·
vds. Here, λ and µ are the Lamé constants, and ε(u) : ε(v) = tr(ε(u)T ε(v)) where
ε(u) = 12 (∇u +∇u
T ). The functions f : Ω → R3 and g : ∂ΩN → R3 denote volume
and surface force, respectively. The domain Ω is decomposed into N nonoverlapping
subdomains Ωi, i = 1, . . . , N . The interface Γ is defined as the union of the interior
subdomain boundaries, i.e., Γ := {x ∈ Ωi ∩ Ωj ; i ≠ j}. We use piecewise linear
conforming finite elements. In three dimensions, the interface can be decomposed
into vertices, edges, and faces; cf. [56]. Edges and faces are understood as open sets.
A face between two arbitrary subdomains Ωi and Ωj will be denoted by F ij while we
denote edges between Ωi, Ωj , Ωl and possibly more subdomains by E il. Vertices of
Ωi that belong to multiple subdomains are denoted by V ik.
3. FETI-DP and generalized transformation-of-basis approach.
3.1. FETI-DP methods. In FETI-DP methods[17, 18, 85] the degrees of free-
dom are partitioned into interior, dual, and primal degrees of freedom, denoted by an
index I,∆′, and Π′, respectively. The local stiﬀness matrix K(i) and the local load
vector f (i) corresponding to the subdomain Ωi, i = 1, . . . , N, are written
K(i) =
⎡
⎢⎣K
(i)
II K
(i)T
∆′I K
(i)T
Π′I
K(i)∆′I K
(i)
∆′∆′ K
(i)T
Π′∆′
K(i)Π′I K
(i)
Π′∆′ K
(i)
Π′Π′
⎤
⎥⎦ , f (i) =
⎡
⎢⎣f
(i)
I
f (i)∆′
f (i)Π′
⎤
⎥⎦ .
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Define K(i)BB as the upper-left 2x2 block in K
(i), moreoverK(i)Π′B :=
[
K(i)Π′I K
(i)
Π′∆′
]
,
and f (i)B :=
[
f (i)TI f
(i)T
∆′
]T
. Next, define K(i)ΓΓ as the lower right 2x2 block in K
(i)
and K(i)TΓI :=
[
K(i)T∆′I K
(i)T
Π′I
]
. Then, we define the block matrices KII := diag
N
i=1K
(i)
II ,
K∆′∆′ := diag
N
i=1K
(i)
∆′∆′ andKΠ′Π′ := diag
N
i=1K
(i)
Π′Π′ , as well asKBB := diag
N
i=1K
(i)
BB,
KΓΓ := diag
N
i=1K
(i)
ΓΓ, and KΓI as the corresponding global oﬀ-diagonal block.
We also need assembly operators. The first, RTΠ′ :=
[
R(1)TΠ′ , . . . , R
(N)T
Π′
]
, performs
the assembly in the primal variables u(i)Π′ and is needed for FETI-DP and BDDC. The
second, RT∆′ :=
[
R(1)T∆′ , . . . , R
(N)T
∆′
]
, performs assembly in the dual variables u(i)∆′ and
is only needed for BDDC.
For FETI-DP, in place of R∆′ , we need a jump operator BΓ =
[
B(1)Γ , . . . , B
(N)
Γ
]
which is built from values 0 and ±1 such that BΓu = 0 holds for u ∈ Ŵ .
By assembly in the primal variables, we obtain
K˜Π′Π′ =
N∑
i=1
R(i)TΠ′ K
(i)
Π′Π′R
(i)
Π′ , K˜Π′B =
[
R(1)TΠ′ K
(1)
Π′B, . . . , R
(N)T
Π′ K
(N)
Π′B
]
,
f˜ =
[
fTB , (
N∑
i=1
R(i)TΠ′ f
(i)
Π′ )
T
]T
, and S˜Π′Π′ = K˜Π′Π′ − K˜Π′BK
−1
BBK˜
T
Π′B.
Then, the FETI-DP master system is given by⎡
⎣KBB K˜TΠ′B BTBK˜Π′B K˜Π′Π′ 0
BB 0 0
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣uBu˜Π′
λ
⎤
⎦ =
⎡
⎣f˜0
0
⎤
⎦ .(3.1)
Here, BB is obtained from B by removing the columns corresponding to Π′. It is has
the form BB =
[
B(1)B , . . . , B
(N)
B
]
. The (unpreconditioned) FETI-DP system
(3.2) Fλ = d
is obtained after elimination of u˜T = [uTB, u˜
T
Π′ ]
T . The system (3.2) is solved using the
standard FETI-DP Dirichlet preconditioner.
For heterogeneous problems, the incorporation of a suitable scaling D in the
preconditioner is an important ingredient of FETI-DP methods [85]. A suitable scaling
is also important in adaptive methods since, otherwise, the adaptive coarse space may
become rather large; see, e.g., [50, Tables 8.3] or [44, Table 5.6, 5.7, 5.8].
3.2. The generalized transformation-of-basis approach for FETI-DP.
We briefly review the operators needed to introduce the generalized transformation-
of-basis approach; see also [43, 44]. In subsection 4.4, we will explain in detail how
this method is implemented in a parallel context; this has not been treated in our
previous articles [43, 44] which focus on general theory and on MATLAB results with
some preliminary parallel insights.
Let us assume that a FETI-DP method given by
M−1Fλ = (BD,ΓS˜ΓΓB
T
D,Γ) (BΓS˜
−1
ΓΓB
T
Γ ) =M
−1d(3.3)
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Ωl
Ωi Ωj
Ωk Ωl
Ωi Ωj
Ωk
Figure 1. Cross sectional view of four subdomains sharing an edge. Arrows symbolize redun-
dant Lagrange multipliers in FETI-DP (left). Using a transformation of the initial basis and partial
subassembly in the red node, a primal constraint is now enforced between all four subdomains (right).
was set up with a coarse space Π′ which ensures the invertibility of the local problems.
The constraints incorporated into the coarse space are denoted a priori constraints,
since they are chosen beforehand and therefore do not depend on, e.g., the scaling
or the coeﬃcients in the underlying partial diﬀerential equation. Let us also assume
that the scaling D is nonconstant on several faces and edges, which is generally the
case if heterogeneous problems are considered.
In order to accelerate the convergence of the method, we now use (problem-
dependent) additional constraints localized to single faces and edges. Note that, in
case of a nonconstant scaling on a face or an edge denoted by Z, an (a posteriori)
constraint c on the face or the edge leads to nonzero values in the degrees of freedom
chosen for partial subassembly; see [43, 59]; the theoretical assumptions to prove the
standard condition number bound for the standard transformation-of-basis approach
are therefore violated since these proofs rely on zero values in the coarse-level com-
ponents; see, e.g., [56, p. 1537] or [60, p. 266]. This problem is adressed by the
generalized transformation-of-basis approach [43, 44].
Note that, in contrast to the standard approach, we have to distinguish between
a priori constraints in Π′ and a posteriori constraints in Π when extending the coarse
space Π′ to Π̂ := Π′ ∪Π. By TZ,Π, we denote the a posteriori constraint(s) associated
with Z. We then obtain the transformation matrix
TZ =
(
TZ,Π TZ,∆
)
(3.4)
by requesting TZ to be square and invertible. For simplicity, we here assume T to be
orthogonal. Note that TZ must be identical for all local subdomains sharing Z. For
any subdomain Ωi, i = 1, . . . , N , the local transformation matrix T
(i)
Γ , i = 1, . . . , N ,
is a block diagonal matrix consisting of the blocks TZ corresponding to the local faces
and edges Z of Ωi, i = 1, . . . , N and the identity on the a priori primal variables. The
global, transformed Schur complement writes TΓS˜ΓΓTΓ, where TΓ contains the local
components T (i)Γ .
In order to enforce the constraints, we introduce a partial subassembly opera-
tor RT which assembles the additionally chosen primal variables. We also use the
multiplicity-weighted assembly operator RTµ := (R
TR)−1RT . Then, the transformed
and assembled Schur complement is given by
̂˜
SΓΓ := R
TT TΓ S˜ΓΓ TΓR.(3.5)
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Taking the transformation and assembly into account, we obtain
M̂−1T F̂ : = (B̂D,Γ
̂˜
SΓΓB̂
T
D,Γ) (B̂Γ
̂˜
S
−1
ΓΓB̂
T
Γ )
=
(
BD,Γ TΓRµ
̂˜
SΓΓR
T
µT
T
Γ︸ ︷︷ ︸
replaces S˜ΓΓ
BTD,Γ
) (
BΓ TΓR
̂˜
S
−1
ΓΓR
TT TΓ︸ ︷︷ ︸
replaces S˜−1
ΓΓ
BTΓ
)
.(3.6)
representing the operator of the left hand side of the FETI-DP system using the
generalized transformation-of-basis approach. Note that, in this approach, we have
constraints (and Lagrange multipliers) corresponding to the adaptively chosen pri-
mal (i.e., a posteriori) constraints. These are redundant, resulting in additional zero
eigenvalues of the FETI-DP operator. They are are, nevertheless, necessary to allow
the implementation of the correct scaling, i.e., to allow an interaction of dual and
adaptively chosen primal variables.
For a more detailed description, we refer to [43, 59]. Note that (3.6) reduces
to the standard approach as presented in [57, 60, 56, 51, 52, 54] if more restrictive
assumptions are made, e.g., if the scaling is constant on each face and each edge.
We then can show [43] that
σ(M̂−1T F̂ ) = σ(M
−1
PPF ).(3.7)
Here, σ(M̂−1T F̂ ) represents the spectrum of the preconditioned FETI-DP system ma-
trix using the generalized transformation-of-basis approach and σ(M−1PPF ) is the spec-
trum using the deflation approach; see [43, 59] for more details; see [44, 59] for the
application to adaptive FETI-DP.
4. Adaptive FETI-DP using the generalized transformation-of-basis
approach. In this section, we briefly revisit our adaptive FETI-DP method (see [40,
43, 44]) and then show how our parallel implementation is realized using plain MPI
and the PETSc and SLEPc high performance computing libraries.
4.1. Local generalized eigenvalue problems for adaptive FETI-DP. This
paper describes how to implement in parallel the adaptive approach described in [40].
Also see [40] for additional references.
Let us consider either a face F ij between the subdomains Ωi and Ωj or an edge
E ik between the subdomains Ωi and Ωk, where Ωi and Ωk have no common face;
cf. Figure 1 (left). As in [61] for faces and [40] for faces and edges, we define BFij =(
B(i)Fij B
(j)
Fij
)
on the closed face and BEik =
(
B(i)Eik B
(l)
Eik
)
on the (closed) edge as the
submatrix of
(
B(i) B(j)
)
and
(
B(i) B(l)
)
, respectively, consisting of all the rows that
contain exactly one +1 and one −1. The operators BFij and BEik provide the local
jump on the closure of the face or edge, respectively. Since we assume all vertices to
be primal, the operators on the edge can be defined on the interior of the edge only.
Analogously, BD,Fij =
(
B(i)D,Fij B
(j)
D,Fij
)
and BD,Eik =
(
B(i)D,Eik B
(l)
D,Eik
)
are the
submatrices of
(
B(i)D B
(j)
D
)
and
(
B(i)D B
(l)
D
)
, respectively. We also need
PD,Fij := B
T
D,FijBFij , PD,Eik := B
T
D,EikBEik , and Sis :=
(
S(i) 0
0 S(s)
)
, s ∈ {j, k}.
We now establish and solve the following generalized eigenvalue problems that can
be derived from the localization of the global PD operator from the standard FETI-
DP theory. Therefore, we also introduce the bilinear form sis(uis, vis) := (Sisuis, vis)
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with the displacement variables uis, vis ∈ Wi × Ws, s ∈ {j, k}. To describe face
and edge eigenvalue problems together, we use PD,Zis as a generic representation for
PD,Fij and PD,Eik . The local generalized eigenvalue problem on either a face or an
edge in variational form writes: Find wis ∈ (kerSis)⊥ with µis > TOL, such that
sis(PD,Zisvis, PD,Ziswis) = µissis(vis, wis) ∀vis ∈ (kerSis)
⊥, s ∈ {j, k};(4.1)
cf. [40, Section 5] and [59, Section 5] or [61, Sections 3 and 4] for details.
We assume that we have now computed certain eigenvectors wris for µ
r
is > TOL,
s ∈ {j, k}, r = 1, 2, . . ., on the closure of the faces or edges. During the FETI-DP
conjugate gradients iteration, we enforce constraints of the form
(wis, P
T
D,ZisSisPD,Zisw
r
is) = 0 ∀wis ∈Wi ×Ws, s ∈ {j, k}(4.2)
by partial assembly after a transformation of basis on the faces and edges; see [40, 44]
Eigenvectors on closed faces. We define crij = P
T
D,FijSijPD,Fijw
r
ij and decompose
it into edge components crij,Em , m = 1, 2, . . ., and a component c
r
ij,F on the open face,
all extended by zero to the closure (excluding the vertices) of the face; cf. [40, 44, 59].
Eigenvectors on (closed) edges. The edge eigenvalue problems are crucial to ob-
tain a convergence bound for heterogeneous problems in three dimensions; see [40].
Additionally, to the constraints crij,Em , m = 1, 2, . . . from face eigenvalue problems, on
edges we enforce the constraints crik = P
T
D,EikSikPD,Eikw
r
ik which result from the edge
eigenvalue problem between Ωi and Ωk.
4.2. Condition number bound for adaptive FETI-DP. Let NF denote the
maximum number of faces of a subdomain, NE the maximum number of edges of a
subdomain, ME the maximum multiplicity of an edge, and TOL a given tolerance
for solving the local generalized eigenvalue problems. Furthermore, let all vertices
be primal. Then, the condition number κ(M̂−1T F̂ ) of FETI-DP, where all face and
edge eigenvalue problems (4.1) are solved and where the adaptive constraints (4.2) are
enforced by the generalized transformation-of-basis approach, satisfies (see [44, 59])
κ(M̂−1T F̂ ) ≤ 4max{NF , NEME}
2TOL.(4.3)
4.3. Parallel implementation details of the local generalized eigenvalue
problems. The FETI-DP algorithms are implemented in C/C++ using
PETSc 3.8.0 [2, 3] and MPI. As a direct solver the PARDISO solver [74] from the Intel
MKL is used. The local generalized eigenvalue problems are solved using the SLEPc
library 3.8.0 [33, 73]. The adaptive software is implemented based on the parallel
implementation of standard FETI-DP in [48, 71, 70].
The data and index sets used in the standard FETI-DP implementation are suf-
ficient to construct the generalized eigenvalue problems in the adaptive version. To
store the data of each eigenvalue problem, we define a data structure EigenvalueProb-
lem. It then consists of an std::vector subdomains, which stores the two correspond-
ing subdomains in the eigenvalue problem, an std::vector subdomain_neighbors,
which stores additional neighbors for edge eigenvalue problems and is empty for face
eigenvalue problems. We also need an std::vector edges that holds the edges in
the eigenvalue problem in a local numbering and an integer corresponding to the face
in the eigenvalue problem (or −1 if the eigenvalue problem is based on an edge);
see Figure 2. In order to build these structures, for each face and each edge, we have
to know the adjacent subdomain indices. For these latter sets, we make use of the
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struct EigenvalueProblem
int comm_tag: individual communication tag
std::vector subdomains: pair of subdomains in the eigenvalue problem
std::vector subdomain_neighbors: other adjacent subdomains on the edge
(empty for face eigenvalue problems)
int face: face index (in local list of faces; or −1 for edge eigenvalue problem)
std::vector edges: edges’ indices (in local list of edges)
Figure 2. Data structure EigenvalueProblem which holds the elementary information of the
eigenvalue problems; figure taken from [59].
categorization of nodes, which is already necessary in standard FETI-DP to set up
the application of the jump operator B. In order to communicate the data, we have
to create a consistent ordering of the eigenvalue problems and to set up an individual
communication tag.
We now present details of the process to set up and solve the local generalized
eigenvalue problems using PETSc, plain MPI, and SLEPc. Before the setup of the
local generalized eigenvalue problems is executed, certain information has to be com-
municated between adjacent pairs of subdomains. The send and receive processes
are executed with nonblocking point-to-point communication using MPI_Isend (and
MPI_Issend) and MPI_IRecv.
Compared to [59], the send and receive process is split into two stages to avoid
unnecessary communication. In the first step, eigenvalue problem information is col-
lected and certain eigenvalue problems are then heuristically discarded as described
in Algorithm Ic [40, 59]; see also subsections 4.6 and 5.3. The heuristics uses the di-
agonal entries of the local stiﬀness matrices of the interior of each face and each edge.
If the ratio of the maximum and the minimum value is small (e.g., smaller than 24)
and if the maximum diagonal entry is bounded by Chi, where C is smaller than the
material discontinuity, then we tag the eigenvalue problem on the face or edge locally
with zero. In the subsequent stage, these tags are sent by pointwise communication
and collected on each rank. If, for some face or some edge, all collected local tags are
zero, then the eigenvalue problem is discarded, otherwise it will be solved.
Then, in the second step, for each adjacent pair of subdomains {Ωi, Ωs} where the
eigenvalue problem was not discarded, data is exchanged. In a first, naive approach
the data is always sent from the rank with the higher index to the rank with the lower
index; cf. [59]. In a more sophisticated approach, the send and solution tasks can be
(re)assigned statically and dynamically such that a better load balance is achieved;
cf. subsection 5.2.
Integers and doubles are sent separately. In most cases, two subdomains only
share one eigenvalue problem. However, it can occur that two subdomains share more
than one edge eigenvalue problem. In these cases, one additional send and receive
process is initiated per additional eigenvalue problem between these two subdomains.
Otherwise, we cannot extract the correct subset of corresponding rows from the jump
operator B.
For now, let us assume that the data is sent in the second stage from the rank
of Ωs to the rank of Ωi as illustrated in Figure 3. If deluxe-scaling [12, 68] is used,
for any edge and any adjacent subdomain Ωk, the Schur complement S(k) from the
processes of Ωk have also to be communicated to the process of Ωi. This applies
likewise to edges in face eigenvalue problems as to edges in edge eigenvalue problems.
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• local and global numbering for all a priori primal variables Π′ on ∂Ωs
• local (in the space of the degrees of freedom) and global (one-to-one from
the corresp. degree of freedom to the space of Lagrange multipliers) for
all a priori dual variables ∆′ on ∂Ωs
• a mapping from the local edges to the primal indices on the closure of the
edge
• the Schur complement S(s)
• the degrees of freedom on ∂Ωs ∩ ∂ΩD
(to detect the common rigid body modes incl. possible hinge modes)
• the coordinates of the nodes on ∂Ωs
(to detect the rigid body modes incl. possible hinge modes)
• the edge(s) and the possible face considered in the eigenvalue problem
(one send per eigenvalue problem between two adjacent subdomains!)
Figure 3. Data sent from the rank of Ωs to the rank of Ωi in the second stage of point-to-point
communication between the subdomains; figure taken from [59].
0 500 1000 1500 2000
0
500
1000
1500
2000
nz = 162248
nonzeros of Sis −
(
ΠisSisΠis + σis(I − Πis)
Figure 4. Representative nonzero pattern of the matrices Sis (left), ΠisSisΠis + σis(I −Πis)
(center), and Sis−
(
ΠisSisΠis+σis(I−Πis)
)
(right). Plot for two randomly chosen subdomains Ωi
and Ωs and for a composite material with an irregular decomposition of the unit cube, conforming
P2 finite element discretization for 1/h = 6N1/3; cf. [46, 59].
As before, we use PD,Zis as a generic representation for the operator on the
closure of the face, PD,Fij , and on the edge, PD,Eik . The SLEPc built-in Krylov-
Schur eigensolver is then applied to the local generalized eigenvalue problem
(4.4) Ax = µBx,
where A = ΠisΠisPTD,ZisSisPD,ZisΠisΠis and B = Πis(ΠisSisΠis + σ(I −Πis))Πis +
σ(I − Πis); cf. (4.1). The operators Πis and Πis are projections such that the local
eigenvectors are sought in
(
kerSis
)⊥
; see, e.g., [61, 50, 40, 59], for more details.
The left hand side operator A is not formed explicitly, only the two local Schur
complements are assembled. For each application of A, we need one matrix-vector
multiplication with S(i) and S(s) each. Both projections, Πis and Πis are applied by
several vector operations and we also just use two matrix-vector multiplications with
the localized BD- and B-operator.
For the right hand side B, after successful reception of the data from Ωs, we
assemble the matrices
B˜ := ΠisSisΠis + σis(I −Πis)(4.5)
as a sparse sequential matrix since Sis and ΠisSisΠis + σis(I − Πis) only diﬀer in
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EPS ST KSP PC
KrylovSchur B−1Ax = µx By = z ΠB˜−1ε Π
Figure 5. Chosen settings for the object structure in the SLEPc EPS solver. The ST object is
used to build a basis for the Krylov decomposition. Π removes the common rigid body modes, B˜−1ε
represents an LU-decomposition of B˜ε =
(
ΠisSisΠis + σis(I −Πis)
)
+ εI. The solution of the Ritz
problem is performed by a direct solver and not illustrated, here.
several rows and columns; see Figure 4. To assemble this matrix, we use the arrays
of the dense Schur complements which are in column-major order and exploit the
symmetry of the resulting matrix to set the column entries as row entries. If suﬃcient
Dirichlet boundary conditions are present to prevent Ωi or Ωs from moving as a rigid
body, the corresponding block in Πis is empty. Otherwise, we make use of the fact
that I−Πis is an orthogonal projection onto the rigid body modes that are continuous
on Wi ×Ws. Thus, the application of the right hand side operator of the generalized
eigenvalue problem can be executed with just one matrix-vector multiplications with
ΠisSisΠis + σis(I −Πis) and several vector-vector or scalar-vector operations.
Inside the SLEPc EPS (Eigenvalue Problem Solver) object, the ST (Spectral Trans-
formation) object handles the spectral transformations. Since we do not use any shift
of the eigenvalues, the generalized problem is internally handled asB−1Ax = µx where
the solution of the linear system defined by B is executed via the KSP object inside the
spectral transformations object; see [73] and Figure 5. In our case, we set the precondi-
tioner of the KSP to an LU decomposition of the (approximated) right hand side. If the
two subdomains have suﬃcient Dirichlet boundary, the matrix ΠisSisΠis+σis(I−Πis)
is positive definite and an LU decomposition can be computed. If this is not the case,
we conduct an LU factorization of B˜ε :=
(
ΠisSisΠis+ σis(I −Πis)
)
+ εI with a stan-
dard choice of ε = 1e− 4 in order to prevent zero pivots, i.e., we have B˜ =
(
B˜ε
)
|ε=0
.
The LU decomposition is performed inplace by Intel MKL PARDISO [74].
Inside the Krylov-Schur method, a Krylov decomposition is established before
applying the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure; see [83]. As [32] states, in the symmetric case,
the Krylov-Schur method is equivalent to the thick-restart Lanczos method; see [88].
Consequently, in SLEPc, a Lanczos factorization is computed by using the left hand
side A and the ST-owned KSP object for the right hand side B. The orthogonal-
ization of the basis vectors is carried out by a (modified) Gram-Schmidt algorithm
with respect to the inner product ⟨·, B·⟩; see [32]. After all eigenvalue problems are
solved, we collect the number of constraints and their global indices by one call to
MPI_Allgather and MPI_Allgatherv each. The more expensive communication of
the constraints itself is performed by nonblocking point-to-point communication. The
constraints are then orthogonalized edge by edge and face by face.
4.4. A parallel implementation of adaptive FETI-DP using the general-
ized transformation-of-basis approach. For theoretical considerations of FETI-
DP, it is often more convenient to consider the equations based on the Schur comple-
ments and the jump operator on the interface, i.e.,
F = BΓS˜
−1
ΓΓB
T
Γ ;(4.6)
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cf. section 3. However, for the eﬃcient parallel implementation of FETI-DP, the
identity
F = BB′K
−1
B′B′B
T
B′ +BB′K
−1
B′B′K˜
T
Π′BS˜
−1
Π′Π′K˜Π′B′K
−1
B′B′B
T
B′(4.7)
is used; see, e.g., [85]. For our adaptive method, the corresponding identity, which we
will derive in the following, will be given in (4.13)
Compared to subsection 3.2, we use a reordering of the transformation and as-
sembly matrices and introduce additional identity matrices on, e.g., interior variables
to fit the dimension. Hence, the equivalent definitions can be carried over into one
another easily.
Let us recall the index sets B′ = (I, ∆′) and ∆′ = (∆, Π), where ∆ denotes the
a posteriori dual and Π the a posteriori primal variables. Using the representation
B′ = (I, ∆′), the system matrix of the FETI-DP master system (see (3.1)) writes
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
KII KT∆′I K˜
T
Π′I 0
K∆′I K∆′∆′ K˜TΠ′∆′ B
T
∆′
K˜Π′I K˜Π′∆′ K˜Π′Π′ 0
0 B∆′ 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ .(4.8)
Note that a further subdivision of K∆′∆′ does not make much sense since the con-
straints in the transformation matrix are columns defined on ∆′ = (∆, Π).
By incorporating the local components TZ,∆ and TZ,Π for every face or edge Z
into T∆ and TΠ (cf. (3.4)), we obtain the global transformation matrix with an identity
on the interior and a priori primal variables as
T =
⎛
⎝II 0 0 00 T∆ TΠ 0
0 0 0 IΠ′
⎞
⎠ .(4.9)
The global restriction operator R and the corresponding second level assembly
operator RT are given by
R =
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
II 0 0 0
0 I∆ 0 0
0 0 RΠ 0
0 0 0 IΠ′
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ ,(4.10)
where RTΠ assembles the a posteriori degrees of freedom. We also use the multiplicity-
scaled variant of RTΠ by R
T
Π,µ. The operator Rµ is obtained from R by replacing RΠ
with RΠ,µ; cf. subsection 3.2.
We now want to derive the system matrix of the adaptive FETI-DP master system
using the generalized transformation-of-basis approach. Therefore, the leading 3× 3
block of (4.8) has to be transformed and assembled, i.e., RTT T has to be applied
from the left and TR has to be applied from the right. Correspondingly, we also have
to adapt the application of the jump operator B to be in the correct basis; cf. the
definition in (3.6). Note that for several submatrices, the multiplication with the
submatrices of T and the application of R is trivial and has not be carried out.
With the transformation, the assembly, and the restriction applied to (4.8) as well
as the adaptation of the jump operator, the system matrix of the adaptive FETI-DP
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master system is
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
KII KT∆′IT∆ K
T
∆′ITΠRΠ K˜
T
Π′I 0
T T∆K∆′I T
T
∆K∆′∆′T∆ T
T
∆K∆′∆′TΠRΠ T
T
∆K˜
T
Π′∆′ T
T
∆B
T
∆′
RTΠT
T
ΠK∆′I R
T
ΠT
T
ΠK∆′∆′T∆ R
T
ΠT
T
ΠK∆′∆′TΠRΠ R
T
ΠT
T
Π K˜
T
Π′∆′ R
T
ΠT
T
ΠB
T
∆′
K˜Π′I K˜Π′∆′T∆ K˜Π′∆′TΠRΠ K˜Π′Π′ 0
0 B∆′T∆ B∆′TΠRΠ 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(4.11)
Equivalently, we can write ⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
K̂BB
̂˜
K
T
Π̂B B̂
T
B̂˜
KΠ̂B
̂˜
K
Π̂Π̂
B̂T
Π̂
B̂B B̂Π̂ 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠(4.12)
if grouping interior and a posteriori dual variables to the subindex B := (I, ∆) and a
priori and a posteriori primal variables to the subindex Π̂ := (Π, Π′), i.e., merging the
denoted submatrices inside the horizontal and vertical delimiters to the new notations.
Note that B̂Π is only nonzero on the a posteriori primal degrees of freedom and enables
the necessary interaction between these and the a posteriori dual variables as explained
in detail in [43, 44, 59].
Thus, after solving the local generalized eigenvalue problems and distributing the
computed constraints, the second step of the adaptive algorithm consists of establish-
ing the new operators and matrices. The assembly in the primal variables is realized
by setting up two VecScatters. The first scatter is necessary to assemble in all primal
variables Π̂ and, for the preconditioner, the second scatter is needed to assemble only
the a posteriori primal variables Π; cf. the subsequent paragraphs for more details.
In a next step, the transformed matrices T T∆K∆′I , T
T
ΠK∆′I , T
T
∆K∆′∆′T∆,
T T∆K∆′∆′TΠ, T
T
ΠK∆′∆′TΠ, KΠ′∆′T∆, KΠ′∆′TΠ are obtained block by block, where
the blocks are local submatrices of T (i)TK(i)T (i). Here, T (i) is obtained by adding
the identity on the interior variables to T (i)Γ , i = 1, . . . , N . Note that K˜Π′∆′T∆ and
K˜Π′∆′TΠ can be obtained fromKΠ′∆′T∆ and KΠ′∆′TΠ since the order of the first level
scatter (defined by RΠ′ in section 3) and the transformation T can be inversed. To
be more precise, the first level scatter and the transformation act on disjoint variable
sets.
By Gaussian elimination, we then obtain from (4.12)
F̂ : = B̂BK̂
−1
BBB̂
T
B −
(
B̂
Π̂
− B̂BK̂
−1
BB
̂˜
K
T
Π̂B
)̂˜
S
−1
Π̂Π̂
(
B̂T
Π̂
−
̂˜
K
Π̂B
K̂−1BBB̂
T
B
)
,(4.13)
where
̂˜
S
Π̂Π̂
:=
̂˜
K
Π̂Π̂
−
̂˜
K
Π̂B
K̂−1BB
̂˜
K
T
Π̂B. In (4.13), the first summand F̂ , i.e., B̂BK̂
−1
BBB̂
T
B,
remains perfectly parallelizable. Furthermore, as in standard FETI-DP, we need one
coarse solve per iteration.
The scatter to realize the application of the jump operator does not need any
new setup. Only the application has to be changed by applying the local (transposed)
transformation matrices before and after the scatter, respectively. By using the scatter
structure ofB∆′ andBT∆′ already established a priori, a posteriori dual and a posteriori
primal variables are processed simultaneously. Thus, the application of F̂ is more
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involved. For instance, for the solution of the linear system
K̂BBx = B̂
T
Bλ̂
the values B̂TBλ̂ = T
T
∆B
T
∆′ λ̂ are extracted from T
T
∆′B
T
∆′ λ̂ (note the additional prime!).
The complementary (and assembled) part, i.e., B̂T
Π̂
λ̂ = RTΠT
T
ΠB
T
∆′ λ̂ is added after-
wards to the vector −
̂˜
K
Π̂B
x. The assembly in the a posteriori primal variables is nat-
urally performed by the scatter operation. Then, the coarse solve can be executed.
Before the application of B∆′ , the values in the a posteriori dual and a posteriori
primal variables have to be collected.
Note that ∆′ ∩ Π̂ = Π. As a consequence, in the iterative scheme, we always
work with two vectors u∆′ and uΠ̂. The values in the a posteriori primal variables
have to be transfered from one to the other, depending on the next matrix-vector
multiplication or KSPSolve process to execute. This is diﬀerent from the standard
approach.
The Dirichlet preconditioner in the adaptive context writes
M̂−1T := BD,∆′T∆′R∆′,µR
T
∆′T
T
∆′S∆′∆′T∆′R∆′︸ ︷︷ ︸
=̂˜S∆′∆′
RT∆′,µT
T
∆′B
T
D,∆′ ,(4.14)
where T∆′ := (T∆, TΠ) and R∆′ and R∆′,µ assemble in the a posteriori primal vari-
ables (the latter with multiplicity scaling in Π) and do not change ∆ variables. The
preconditioner then is the sum of local operators with communication between neigh-
boring subdomains via B, as before, and minor additional communication via the
scatter RΠRTΠ,µ (inside RR
T
µ ). This also diﬀers from the standard approach. For the
definition of M̂−1T , see also (3.6), and for the standard Dirichlet preconditioner M
−1
D ,
see (3.3). In RΠ,µ, the scaling is multiplicity-scaling independent of the scaling chosen
in BD; cf. subsection 3.2.
4.5. Computation of the solution in the displacement variables. Given
the appropriately transformed right hand side f̂ = (f̂TB ,
̂˜
f
T
Π̂, 0)
T , assembled in the
primal variables, the master system of adaptive FETI-DP reads⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
K̂BB
̂˜
K
T
Π̂B B̂
T
B̂˜
KΠ̂B
̂˜
K
Π̂Π̂
B̂T
Π̂
B̂B B̂Π̂ 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛
⎝ûB̂˜u
Π̂
λ̂
⎞
⎠ =
⎛
⎜⎝f̂B̂˜f
Π̂
0
⎞
⎟⎠ ;(4.15)
cf. (4.12). When computing the solution in the displacement variables, we have to keep
in mind that B̂
Π̂
≠ 0. In contrast to standard FETI-DP, the Gaussian elimination
then yields
̂˜u
Π̂
=
̂˜
S
−1
Π̂Π̂
(̂˜
f
Π̂
−
̂˜
K
Π̂B
K̂−1BB f̂B − B̂
T
Π̂
λ̂+
̂˜
K
Π̂B
K̂−1BBB̂
T
Bλ̂
)
,(4.16)
ûB = K̂
−1
BB
(
f̂B − B̂
T
Bλ̂−
̂˜
K
T
Π̂B
̂˜u
Π̂
)
.(4.17)
Thus, the term −
̂˜
S
−1
Π̂Π̂B̂
T
Π̂
λ̂ adds to the solution in the primal variables.
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4.6. Heuristic optimization. Considering the theory developed and used
in [40, 43, 44], to obtain the condition number bound of subsection 4.2 eigenvalue
problems have to be defined and solved on all edges and all faces of the partition-
ing. However, numerous numerical examples in [40, 42, 43, 44, 59] have shown that
a heuristic approach to discard eigenvalue problems based on neighborhood consid-
erations does not increase the observed condition numbers: In [40], we introduced
Algorithm Ic, to discard edge eigenvalue problems and edge constraints from face
eigenvalue problems if no large coeﬃcients were detected in the neighborhood of the
edge. The detection of the jumps was conducted by considering the coeﬃcient func-
tion. As in [59], in this paper, we do not assume that the coeﬃcient function is
known explicitely. Instead the decision on whether to keep or discard edge eigenvalue
problems is based on the entries of the stiﬀness matrix; see also the last paragraph
in subsection 5.1. Additionally, we will extend the idea of discarding edge eigenvalue
problems to face eigenvalue problems; see subsection 5.3. The modified Algorithm Ic,
our new standard choice, will simply be denoted adaptive FETI-DP not introducing
any new name.
5. Computational and algorithmic improvements compared to previous
works. Some preliminary results using an early version of the parallel implementation
of adaptive FETI-DP have already been presented in [44, 59] without describing the
implementation in detail. However, obvious and more elaborated improvements have
been implemented only recently. In subsection 5.1, we will briefly present several
computational and (minor) algorithmic improvements to speed up the algorithm and
to make it, in our experience, more stable. In subsection 5.2, we will present our ideas
on how to improve the load balance of the algorithm by using static and asynchronous
dynamic processes to better distribute the local eigenvalue problems. Our ideas to
discard certain edge eigenvalue problems (see [40]) are now also transfered to face
eigenvalue problems; see subsection 5.3 for more details. Finally, we also present ideas
on how to handle heterogeneous problems with continuous spectra without blowing
up the adaptive coarse space; see subsection 5.4.
5.1. Computational and minor algorithmic improvements. As already
stated in [59], the application of the right hand side operator of the generalized
eigenvalue problem can be executed with just one matrix-vector multiplication with
B˜ =
(
ΠisSisΠis + σis(I −Πis)
)
and several vector-vector or scalar-vector operations.
In the previous implementation, however, two local applications were used if the two
subdomains did not have suﬃcient Dirichlet boundary conditions. By improving the
application, the computational work and time could be reduced.
Additionally, for the results presented in [44, 59], a modified Gram-Schmidt algo-
rithm with a very coarse convergence criterion was used. In rare cases, it was observed
that this could lead to instabilities of the overall algorithm if demanding convergence
criteria (e.g., a relative residual reduction of 1e-10) were chosen. Therefore, we re-
placed the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization by two steps of a more stable Householder
orthogonalization. For every face and every edge, generically denoted by Z, the first
step consists of a rather inaccurate orthogonalization of the constraints in TZ,Π, i.e.,
by using a drop tolerance of 1e-1. This is done since the constraints are only needed
approximately, as our results in [40, 44] motivated. Thus, from a set of constraints
which are very similar only a subset might be needed to obtain fast convergence and
the coarse space size can be reduced. In a second step, we use a more accurate drop
tolerance of 1e-9 to orthogonalize the identity against TZ,Π to obtain the orthogonal
space represented by TZ,∆ on every face and every edge Z.
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rank of Ω5
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Figure 6. Minimal example of the asynchronous and dynamic load balancing. Number of
eigenvalue problems per subdomain at computational time markers t − 1, t, and t + ε (top left and
right, bottom right). The remaining eigenvalue problems are shown in blue, eigenvalue problems
solved between two time markers are colored green, yellow beams represent eigenvalue problems that
are turned over to another rank, such obtained eigenvalue problems are colored red. Communication
between time markers t and t + ε between the solution ranks of Ω5 and Ω6 and the orchestrator
(bottom left).
In [59], a large paragraph (i.e., Section 7.3.3) was devoted to the parallel im-
plementation of our algorithm which discards eigenvalue problems based on the un-
derlying coeﬃcient or the entries of the local stiﬀness matrices. The idea was to
reduce the communication time by only using information which was already present.
However, it was found that the communication time of the information, which was
avoided to communicate in [59], is negligible. Besides, the decision in [59] on how
to discard eigenvalue problems was much more conservative since the corresponding
bounds used scaling information whereas the entries of the stiﬀness matrices yield
sharper bounds. In the consequence, the computational overhead of the adaptive
method can be reduced since more eigenvalue problems can be discarded. Finally,
for a diagonal entry k(i)x of the stiﬀness matrix K(i), the bound k
(i)
x ≥ 1000h3 which
was used to decide that a corresponding eigenvalue problem will be kept, has been
replaced by the sharper bound k(i)x ≥ C(E1,E2, ν1, ν2)h, where C(E1,E2, ν1, ν2) is a
constant depending on the coeﬃcient discontinuity. For E1 = 1 and E2 = 1e6, it
can be set to, e.g., 1000. Clearly, the corrected bound is more adequate for making
decisions based on entries of the stiﬀness matrix.
5.2. Static and lightweight asynchronous dynamic load balancing. In
[59], we have seen that the naive approach to always solve the eigenvalue problem
related to the two subdomains Ωi and Ωj on the rank with the lower index, does
not lead to a good load balance. We have therefore implemented two levels of load
balancing. On both levels, the eigenvalue problems are solved either on the rank
corresponding to Ωi or corresponding to Ωj , i.e., the eigenvalue problems are never
migrated to a rank unrelated to Ωi or Ωj . This avoids additional overhead from
communicating matrices.
We make use of an additional orchestrating rank which runs on a core, where no
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subdomains or eigenvalue problems are treated; it only serves to observe the solution
process. The communication is lightweight as only a few integers are sent, which
represents the solution status of the corresponding eigenvalue problem; no geometry
information is sent. The send and receive processes are asynchronous.
The first and static level of load balancing consists of several steps. In a first step,
the eigenvalue problems are assigned by a pseudo-random, deterministic pattern to the
subdomains, either Ωi or Ωj , by considering the modulo-2-check of the sum i+j. Then,
the number of eigenvalue problems per subdomain are collected once globally. We
then iterate several times on the resulting vector to reassign the eigenvalue problems
to either Ωi and Ωj . This, however, does not include a consideration of the size or
diﬃculty of the single eigenvalue problems.
In order to take into account the diﬀerent solution times needed for the eigenvalue
problems which can diﬀer in size and in diﬃculty, we make use of a dynamic, second
level of load balancing. The orchestrating rank receives information on the completion
of the local eigenvalue problems by asynchronous, nonblocking communication. If
the orchestrator detects that certain ranks move forward faster in their process, it
reassigns eigenvalue problems from ranks with large numbers of eigenvalue problems,
to ranks with lower numbers of remaining eigenvalue problems; see Figure 6 for a
representative action of the orchestrating rank in the solution process. In rare cases,
an eigenvalue problem solution process may complete while it is migrated from one
rank to the other by the orchestrator. In this case, the problem is solved redundantly,
i.e., on both ranks. However, this does not appear often. Therefore, we still obtain
a significant speedup of the overall algorithm. Numerical results documenting the
speedup of our adaptive FETI-DP using load balancing are available in subsection 6.1.
In this paper, this option is always used.
In [87], a diﬀerent approach was taken. There, the eigenvalue problems are dis-
tributed to all ranks, and a rank can also handle eigenvalue problems not correspond-
ing to a subdomain on the same rank. However, to avoid having to communicate
the matrices, the iterates are communicated, i.e., the matrix-vector products are still
carried out by the ranks of the corresponding subdomains. This is opposed to our
approach. Moreover, in [87], synchronization takes place after each set of parallel
eigenvalue problems, i.e., all ranks have to wait for the slowest eigenvalue problem.
In our implementation, on the other hand, the barrier is encountered only after all
eigenvalue problems have been computed.
5.3. Discarding face eigenvalue problems. For adaptive FETI-DP, the idea
to discard edge eigenvalue problems is now also transferred to face eigenvalue prob-
lems. Though, the face eigenvalue problems are defined on the closure of the face, only
the entries of the stiﬀness matrix corresponding to the interior of the face are checked.
The reasoning to do so is that a large coeﬃcient that only intersects the border of
the face necessarily intersects the interior of another face (there, the corresponding
eigenvalue will be kept), otherwise the support of the stiﬀ inclusion would be a zero
set. Our numerical results support our assertion that those jumps only appearing on
the border of the face are well handled by other face or edge eigenvalue problems.
In Figure 7, we have given a minimal example.
5.4. Flat spectrum heuristics. As we have already observed in [44, Fig. 3-4]
and [59, Fig. 6.5 and 6.7], the spectrum of the local generalized eigenvalue problems
does not necessarily have a gap. Then, if the user-defined a priori tolerance is too
small, the coarse space will be unnecessarily large; if, on the other hand, the tolerance
is too large, many problematic eigenmodes can remain in the solution space for our
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Ωl
Ωi Ωj
Ωk
Ωl
Ωi Ωj
Ωk
Figure 7. Minimal example of four subdomains sharing an edge where a face eigenvalue problem
will be discarded although a large coﬃcient is on hand; cross section from above (left) and three-
dimensional representation (right). A large coeﬃcient (darkgray) exists in a part of Ωi, leading
to face eigenvalue problems between Ωi and Ωj and Ωl, respectively. The face eigenvalue problem
between Ωi and Ωk is discarded since large coeﬃcients only appear on a zero set considering the
two-dimensional Lebesque measure (i.e., we do not have jumps across the interior of the face).
iterative solver. Consequently, there might be no optimal choice for an appropriate
user-defined tolerance for the solution of the eigenvalue problems. In this case, we
propose to stop growing the coarse space once the eigenvalues are below a certain
tolerance TOLH and, additionally, the spectrum is detected to become flat (see [44,
Fig. 3-4]). In this case, increasing the coarse space further would not reduce the
condition number significantly.
6. Numerical results. We present numerical results for our parallel implemen-
tation of adaptive FETI-DP applied to compressible linear elasticity. For simplicity,
we always assume the parameters E and ν to be constant on each finite element.
We reduce the number of eigenvalue problems and constraints according to the
strategy described in subsection 4.6. For a more detailed description, we refer to [40,
59, Algorithm Ic] and subsection 5.3. We always use stiﬀness-scaling.
For all algorithms, the constraint vectors are orthogonalized blockwise (i.e., edge
by edge and face by face) by a Householder orthogonalization; see subsection 5.1.
As in previous works, for short edges consisting of only one dual node, we convert
the single dual node into a primal node, to make the corresponding edge eigenvalue
problem superfluous.
In the experiments, regular as well as irregular decompositions are tested. The
irregular decompositions are set up by the METIS graph partitioner [37] using the
options -ncommon=3 and -contig to avoid noncontiguous subdomains as well as addi-
tional hinge modes inside single subdomains. The regular decompositions are directly
performed by our C/C++ software, the irregular decompositions are imported after
being exported from our MATLAB software. In these cases, the corresponding total
time, which is given in the tables, does not include the basic setup of the geometry.
The local generalized eigenvalue problems are set up and solved using PETSc [2, 3]
and SLEPc [33, 73]; see subsection 4.3. We have chosen the modified Gram-Schmidt
algorithm inside the Krylov-Schur method to orthogonalize the basis vectors. Due to
highly ill-conditioned local right hand sides B in (4.4), the local iterative solver of the
preconditioned KSP object (see Figure 5) might not converge or may even break down
if large coeﬃcient jumps of 1e+6, irregular decompositions, the preset divergence
tolerance, and only modest relative convergence tolerances for the KSP object are
used. The breakdown mostly occurs due to large jumps in the residual. We have
already documented a similar behavior for LOBPCG in [59, Chap. 6]. Note that the
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condition number of the local right hand sides B can exceed the condition number of
the global system matrix by several orders of magnitude.
In [59], we provided several workarounds for the case that the iterative KSP solver
breaks down. In the current implementation, however, we practically deactivate the
breakdown test of the KSP object via dtol by setting it to, e.g., 1e12. We refer to [77,
Fig. 5.1] and [59, Fig. 6.6], where large jumps in the residual of the first steps of
the iterative solver have already been observed, even if an adequate preconditioner is
used. We then only demand a relative residual reduction of a factor of 1e-2 for the KSP
object. If the internal solver still breaks down, we directly make half of the face or edge
primal. This rarely occurs. Note that the interal KSP solver is only used to build the
Lanczos factorization. Bad approximations to eigenvectors of large eigenvalues, i.e.,
approximations that do not point into the direction of the eigenvector, are removed
after the Ritz-values have been computed by a direct solver and when the Krylov
decomposition is truncated; cf. [83, 32]. The promising results of [40, 44, 59], where
LOBPCG (see [58]) was used, lead us to a required relative residual reduction of a
factor of 1e-5 or a maximum of 5 iterations for the EPS Krylov-Schur solver.
We use a Krylov-Schur eigensolver with a block size between 1 and 10. If the
smallest eigenvalue in the computed block of (approximate) eigenvalues is still larger
than our choice of TOL, we use the SLEPc functionality EPSSetDeflationSpace to
compute another block of eigenvalues and -vectors in a deflated search space. As we
have documented in [45], a single vector iteration (i.e. block size 1) and multiple
restarts of the solver might be the fastest version, load balancing and scaling results
are qualitatively comparably for the diﬀerent block sizes.
The stopping criterion for PCG is a relative reduction of the preconditioned resid-
ual by a factor of 1e-8. The flat spectrum heuristics of subsection 5.4 is not used.
For our numerical experiments, we only use one tolerance TOL with TOL =
50 log(H/h) for regular decompositions and TOL = 50 log
(
N/ni
)1/3
for irregular
decompositions. Here, ni denotes the number of local nodes on Ωi. The (lower)
tolerance is therefore adapted to the estimate of edge terms in standard FETI-DP;
see, e.g., [85]. Similar adaptations of the tolerance were already used for another
adaptive coarse space; see [38]. See also [8], for detailed study of the influences of the
a priori tolerances on the coarse space dimension for another adaptive approach.
For all experiments with a regular decomposition, we enforce homogeneous Dirich-
let boundary conditions on the complete boundary. For irregular decompositions and
composite material A, we enforce homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on the
face with x = 0 and zero Neumann boundary conditions elsewhere. For the hemisphere
considered in subsection 6.5, we enforce homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions
on the upper part, satisfying z = 0, and, on the remaining part of the boundary,
we enforce zero Neumann boundary conditions. We always apply the volume force
f := (0.1, 0.1, 0.1)T . Except for the hemisphere, we use a structured fine mesh con-
sisting of cubes. The fine cubes are each decomposed into five (irregular decomp.)
and six (reg. decomp.) tetrahedra, respectively.
We always consider a compressible material with ν = 0.3 for the entire compu-
tational domain. All computations are conducted with one subdomain per core on
the supercomputer magnitUDE at the Center for Computational Sciences and Simu-
lation (CCSS) of the University of Duisburg-Essen. The supercomputer magnitUDE
has 14 976 cores (Xeon E5-2650v4 12C 2.2GHz; 624 nodes with 24 cores each). All
computing nodes hold, at least, 64 GB of main memory. Intel compilers v17.0.1 with
the corresponding MKL are used.
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Figure 8. Number of subdomains (left) and summed solution time (right) per number of local
eigenvalue problems on one subdomain for adaptive FETI-DP with 216 subdomains on 216 (top)
and 217 (2nd to top and 2nd to bottom) cores, respectively. Composite material A and an irregular
decomposition of the unit cube; cf. Figure 10. Top: without load balancing; center: with dynamic
load balancing; bottom: with load balancing and discarding certain face eigenvalue problems.
In the tables, κ denotes the estimated condition number of the preconditioned
FETI-DP operator. The condition number estimates are obtained from the Krylov
scheme. By N we denote the number of subdomains. Additionally, we report the
number of iterations of the PCG algorithm by its, by |Π′| the size of the a priori and
by |Π| the size of the adaptive coarse space, respectively. All a posteriori constraints
are implemented using the generalized transformation-of-basis approach. We also list
the number of nonzeros in the final coarse matrix as nnz (coarse). For the regular
decompositions, we report H/h. For irregular decompositions, we only list 1/h and N
in order to measure the mean size of the local problems. We also report the number of
the global degrees of freedom as #dofs and the total time needed by the algorithm. A
more detailed breakdown of the timings can be found in some corresponding diagrams.
6.1. Performance of adaptive FETI-DP using load balancing. In this
section, we consider a composite material denoted composite material A; see Figure 10.
For this material and N subdomains, N2/3 many beams with E2 = 1e + 6 that run
in a straight line from the face with x = 0 to the face with x = 1. The beams cover
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Figure 9. Total number of eigenvalue problems (left) and eigenvalue problem solution time
(right) per core without and with load balancing. Composite material A and an irregular decompo-
sition of the unit cube; cf. Figure 10.
1/9th of the cross-section of the material and are surrounded by a soft matrix material
with E1 = 1. Here, we only consider N = 216 subdomains and focus on the eﬀect of
static and asynchronous dynamic load balancing; see subsection 5.2. For a detailed
weak scaling analysis of adaptive FETI-DP with load balancing (and discarded face
eigenvalue problems), i.e., our newly proposed algorithm, see subsection 6.3.
In Figures 8 and 9. we recognize that the maximum number of eigenvalue prob-
lems per subdomain can be reduced from 16 to 8. We also see that about 60% of the
subdomains have exactly six eigenvalue problems to consider. The load balancing of
the eigenvalue problems can thus reduce the maximum time spent in the solution of
the eigenvalue problems by a factor of about 1.75 (from 465s to 266s), the compu-
tation of the eigenvectors can be reduced and the setup of the local preconditioners
can be reduced by a factor of about 2 (i.e., from 81s to 43s and from 30s to 16s). As
already observed in [59], the solution of the eigenvalue problems is the most costly
part of our algorithm. Consequently, also the total computation time can be reduced
by a third (from 630s to 430s).
6.2. Performance of adaptive FETI-DP discarding certain face eigen-
value problems. In this section, we consider a composite material denoted composite
material A as in subsection 6.1. Here, we only consider N = 216 subdomains and fo-
cus on the eﬀect of discarding certain face eigenvalue problems; see subsection 5.3. For
a detailed weak scaling analysis of adaptive FETI-DP with discarded face eigenvalue
problems (and load balancing), i.e., our new proposed algorithm, see subsection 6.3.
In Figure 8, we now see that the maximum number of eigenvalue problems per
subdomains can again be reduced. Now from 8 to 6. Additionally, we also see that
about 70% of the subdomains only have exactly four eigenvalue problems to consider
(before: 60% with 6). The time spent in the solution phase of the local eigenvalue
problems can be further reduced from 266s to 163s. Also the time to compute the
eigenvectors from the Ritz-vectors can be reduced from 43s to 23s and the setup of
the local preconditioners is reduced from 16s to 11s. In total, the runtime can be
reduced from 430s to 251s, i.e., by a factor of about 1.7.
6.3. Weak parallel scalability for adaptive FETI-DP on irregular de-
compositions. Again, we consider our parallel implementation of adaptive FETI-
DP with two levels of load balancing (static and asynchronous dynamic) and the
elimination of certain edge as well as face eigenvalue problems; see subsection 5.2
and subsection 5.3. As before, we consider composite material A.
In Table 1, we present the results of weak parallel scalability from N = 216 to
N = 1000 subdomains with N + 1 cores. Figure 10 gives detailed information on the
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composite material A – irregular partitioning – 1/h = 6N1/3
N (#cores-1) κ its |Π′| |Π| nnz (coarse) #dofs time eﬀ.
216 54.82 60 9483 4134 7.38e+6 1.02e+6 252s 100%
512 60.58 65 24705 10345 2.05e+7 2.41e+6 339s 74%
1000 72.63 73 49122 15010 3.62e+7 4.67e+6 571s 44%
Table 1
Weak parallel scalability of adaptive FETI-DP with one subdomain per core plus one load bal-
ancing core, stiﬀness-scaling, the generalized transformation-of-basis approach, and block size 10
for the eigensolver. Compressible linear elasticity of composite material A with E1 = 1 and N2/3
beams with E2 = 1e + 6 on the unit cube; ν = 0.3 for the whole domain; conforming P2 discretiza-
tion with 1/h = 6N1/3 and irregular partitioning of the domain; see Figure 10. Coarse spaces for
TOL = 50 log
(
3
√
N/ni
)
for each generalized eigenvalue problem. N denotes the number of subdo-
mains, κ the condition number estimates from the PCG iteration, its the number of iterations until
convergence, |Π′| the size of the a priori, and |Π| the size of the adaptive coarse space. The number
of nonzeros in the coarse matrix is given by nnz (coarse), the global number of degrees of freedom
is #dofs, the total runtime in minutes is denoted by time, and the eﬃciency is given by eﬀ.
Figure 10. Composite material A on the unit cube for 216 subdomains: 36 beams of a stiﬀ
material with E2 = 1e + 6, ν = 0.3, shown in dark purple for x > 45 , surrounded by a soft matrix
material with E1 = 1, ν = 0.3 not shown; Irregular decomposition using METIS [37] for 216
subdomains; subdomains shown in diﬀerent colors for x < 45 (left). Weak scaling details for adaptive
FETI-DP with one subdomain per core, stiﬀness-scaling, the generalized transformation-of-basis
approach, and block size 10 for the eigensolver (right); plot of the of the weak scaling of the total
runtime as well as of the most expensive code parts; the parts EPSSolve and EPSGetEigenpair refer
to the multiple calls of the corresponding SLEPc functions (timed in total per subdomain).
weak scaling for the most expensive stages of the adaptive algorithm. The adaptive
reassembling and the conjugate gradients do not scale perfectly since the size of the
coarse space becomes quite large in absolute numbers. However, in relative numbers
only about 1.4% of the degrees of freedom are coarse degrees of freedom. For 1000
subdomains, 98 of 102 seconds spent in the conjugate gradients scheme result from
the forward backward solve of the coarse problem. The application of the adaptive
preconditioner needs less than 1 second. This confirms that the additional nearest
neighbor communication in the adaptive preconditioner (see subsection 4.4) is negli-
gible in the total runtime. Eventually, note that results for 216 and 512 subdomains
were already presented in [59], however, using the multiple improvements mentioned
in section 5, the runs have been sped up by a factor of about 4.6.
6.4. Weak parallel scalability for adaptive FETI-DP on regular decom-
positions. In the previous section, we have presented weak scaling results for our
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composite material B – regular partitioning – 1/h = 6N1/3
N (#cores-1) κ its |Π′| |Π| nnz (coarse) #dofs time eﬀ.
216 14.02 35 375 1677 2.04e+5 1.17e+6 209s 100%
512 20.12 39 1029 4175 5.43e+5 2.74e+6 274s 76%
1000 24.60 43 2187 8551 1.18e+6 5.31e+6 266s 78%
1728 27.91 47 3993 15512 2.25e+6 9.15e+6 283s 74%
2744 30.22 50 6591 25545 3.82e+6 1.45e+7 320s 65%
4096 32.90 52 10125 39173 5.98e+6 2.16e+7 381s 55%
8000 39.39 59 20577 79097 1.24e+7 4.20e+7 409s 51%
Table 2
Weak parallel scalability of adaptive FETI-DP with one subdomain per core plus one load bal-
ancing core; using stiﬀness-scaling, the generalized transformation-of-basis approach, and block size
10 for the eigensolver. Compressible linear elasticity of composite material B with E1 = 1 and N2/3
beams with E2 = 1e + 6 on the unit cube; ν = 0.3 for the whole domain; conforming P2 discretiza-
tion with 1/h = 6N1/3 and regular partitioning of the domain; see Figure 11. Coarse spaces for
TOL = 50 log
(
3
√
N/ni
)
for each generalized eigenvalue problem. Same notation as in Table 1.
Figure 11. Composite material B on the unit cube for 216 subdomains: 36 chopped beams of
a stiﬀ material with E2 = 1e + 6 are surrounded by a soft matrix material with E1 = 1. Regular
decomposition for 216 subdomains; high coeﬃcients are shown in dark purple; subdomains shown
in diﬀerent colors (left). Compressible linear elasticity with ν = 0.3 for the whole domain. Weak
scaling details for adaptive FETI-DP with one subdomain per core plus one load balancing core,
stiﬀness-scaling, and the generalized transformation-of-basis approach (right); plot of the of the
weak scaling of the total runtime as well as of the most expensive code parts; the parts EPSSolve and
EPSGetEigenpair refer to the multiple calls of the corresponding SLEPc functions (timed in total
per subdomain).
parallel implementation and irregular decompositions of the computational domain.
Since our a priori coarse space is already quite large for irregular decompositions
(which limits our simulations with exact coarse solves), we now also consider regular
decompositions. The material considered here is again a composite material where
material discontinuities appear on edges and faces; see Figure 11. Here, N2/3 beams
run from the face with x = 0 to the face with x = 1 but are chopped each time they
cross the interface. We refer to this material as composite material B.
As before, we run our parallel implementation of adaptive FETI-DP with two
levels of load balancing (static and asynchronous dynamic) and the elimination of
certain edge as well as face eigenvalue problems; see subsection 5.2 and subsection 5.3.
For the regular decomposition, we present weak scaling results from 216 to 8000
subdomains; see Table 2. As before, the conjugate gradients scheme is expected to be
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layered hemisphere – irregular partitioning – 2.58e+6 dofs
N (#cores-1) κ its |Π′| |Π| nnz (coarse) time eﬀ.
72 109.21 89 1248 4733 2.97e+6 1925s 100%
144 80.62 80 3003 9392 6.46e+6 890s 108%
288 77.20 81 9843 13704 1.33e+7 436s 110%
576 72.02 74 24033 16251 2.17e+7 224s 107%
Table 3
Strong parallel scalability of adaptive FETI-DP with one subdomain per core plus one load
balancing core, stiﬀness-scaling, the generalized transformation-of-basis approach, and block size 10
for the eigensolver. Compressible linear elasticity of a layered hemisphere with E1 = 1 and thin
(but jagged) layers with E2 = 1e + 6; ν = 0.3 for the whole domain; conforming P2 discretization
with 2.58e+6 degrees of freedom and an irregular partitioning of the domain. Coarse spaces for
TOL = 50 log
(
3
√
N/ni
)
for each generalized eigenvalue problem. Same notation as in Table 1.
limited in the scaling since exact coarse solves are used. However, all other essential
code parts scale well; see Figure 11. In total, we still have an eﬃciency of 51% when
scaling from 216 to 8000 subdomains.
6.5. Strong parallel scalability for adaptive FETI-DP on irregular de-
compositions. We now consider strong scaling using a decomposition from mesh
partitioners. The strong scaling is conducted with one subdomain per core. An addi-
tional core is devoted to the lightweight load balancing of the eigenvalue problems.
Our example is motivated by [52]. We consider the hemisphere Ω := {(x, y, z) ∈
R3 : 0.8 < ∥(x, y, z)T∥2 < 1, z < 0} with five alternating layers of stiﬀ and soft
materials; see Figure 12 (left). The geometry and the semi-structured surface mesh are
created by means of SALOME v8.3.0 [72] and NETGEN 1D-2D [75]. The surface mesh
is denoted semi-structured since the discretization parameter h for the unstructured
mesh is only in the narrow interval [0.01, 0.018]. The volumetric mesh then is created
from the surface mesh by the Gmsh mesh generator [26] obtaining 2.6 million degrees
of freedom and 580 thousand tetrahedral elements.
For each tetrahedron, we compute its mass center cT and set the coeﬃcient on
the element to E2 = 1e + 6 if cT > 0.98, cT < 0.82, or cT ∈ (0.89, 0.91). Thus, we
obtain thin layers of a stiﬀ material at the boundary and inside the geometry. By
construction, the layers are not smooth; see Figure 12 (left).
In Table 3, we have an optimal scaling behavior from 72 to 576 cores. Except for
the conjugate gradients scheme, all essential code parts scale very well. We clearly
benefit from the superlinear complexity of the eigensolver and the reduced size of the
local problems. In contrast to our previous results in [59], the load balancing avoids
a drop in eﬃciency when going from 144 to 288 subdomains.
Note that for N ∈ {72, 144} subdomains the memory usage is dominated by the
local generalized eigenvalue problems, i.e., for 72 subdomains and cores, the peak
memory consumption is approximately 200 GB per node (8.3 GB per core). For 144
subdomains and cores, the peak memory consumption is about 125 GB per node (5.2
GB per core). For N = 576, the memory usage is dominated by the coarse problem,
which is already very large, a priori.
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Figure 12. Hemisphere with thin layers of a stiﬀ material (E2 = 1e+ 6, ν = 0.3) at the inner
and outer surfaces and in a layer inside the hemisphere (shown in dark purple). The soft matrix
material (E1 = 1, ν = 0.3) is shown in light, half-transparent gray (left); approx. 2.58 million degrees
of freedom. The interface between the materials is jagged. Strong scaling details for adaptive FETI-
DP with one subdomain per core plus one load balancing core, stiﬀness-scaling, the generalized
transformation-of-basis approach, and block size 1 for the eigensolver (right); the total runtime is
shown as well as expensive code parts; EPSSolve and EPSGetEigenpair refer to the multiple calls of
the corresponding SLEPc functions (timed in total per subdomain).
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